Kenneth Chung
In 1964, Kenneth Chung changed high schools that brought him into contact with a new set of
friends, one being Ivan Lee. As high school teenagers often do, a group composed of Ivan Lee,
Kenneth Chung, and some other friends went out on a camp out. While fooling around with one
another, they noticed that Ivan Lee was a superior fighter, and was doing something different.
Naturally, they asked what it was that he was doing. He told them that he was using Wing Chun.
Ivan Lee was learning Wing Chun from Yip Man. In addition, many of Ivan's friends were
students of Lok Yiu, Yip Man's number two student. Yip Man was the obvious person to teach
them Wing Chun. Ivan dissuaded his friends from going to Yip Man because they were still just
kids. As kids, they were far too young for any in depth attention from Yip Man. Yip Man
touched hands with the current young men in the school rarely. When he did, these young men
often claimed to never wash the spot.
Historically, Yip Man's first crop of students began to start teaching in 1956. From 1960 to 1964,
Yip Man became very famous, and Wing Chun was experiencing great popularity. As such, Yip
Man's time to devote to "youngsters" was extremely limited, unless they had lots of money, or
were troublemakers, which would obviously draw a teacher's attention.

They continued to press Ivan to let them learn Wing Chun, however.
Ivan directed Ken and his friends to Winston Wan. So, in 1964, Ken and two of his buddies
started learning Wing Chun from Winston. Winston was a very good student of Lok Yiu, and
became part of a 10-person class.
Four to five months later, Winston was immigrating to Canada. At this point, Ken had learned
the first set. To not leave them without a teacher, Winston said he would take them to Leung
Sheung. Remembering their camping stories from Ivan bout Lok Yiu, Ken and his friends asked
the obvious question, "Why not Lok Yiu?" Winston's answer was simple and direct saying that
Lok Yiu was not as enthusiastic as Leung Sheung.
In 1965, Ken started his training under Leung Sheung. Ken graduated from high school in 1966,
and applied to come to the US for his continuing education. His acceptance by the US schools
followed soon after. Matriculation classes were then scheduled to prepare Ken for the US
schools. Based on his current acceptance to the US, Ken did not devote much time to his studies.
The back door of the matriculation school led directly to Leung Sheung's school. Additionally,
his father passed away in 1967, and his mother pressed upon him to not leave for the US. Ken
delayed his departure from Hong Kong for two years. During these two years, Ken threw himself
into Wing Chun.

Ken showed great promise to Leung Sheung as a student of Wing Chun. As such, Ken became
the example for people asking about a particular Wing Chun move, "How long until I can do
this?" Leung Sheung would answer, "Look at Ken. It took him this amount of time."
During this period, there were three classes a day at Leung Sheung's school. There was the 9:30
to 11:30 class, primarily for the Graveyard shift Hotel workers. Then there was the 3:00 to 6:00
class for the general students.
Now, taxi drivers in Hong Kong did not have a common place to hand off their vehicle to the
next shift. The transfer of drivers was haphazard, and could take place anywhere. This meant that
those drivers who wanted to take Wing Chun from Leung Sheung wouldn't arrive for class until
the end of the 3-6 class. Promptly at 6:00, Leung Sheung stopped classes, pulled out the table,
and served tea.
So, Ken found himself teaching the taxi drivers who arrived late for the 3-6 class. After this class
and the tea, everyone would clean up for dinner. Once cleaned up, around 7:00 p.m., they would
pile into one taxi driver's car. Note that the taxi drivers were usually the only working class
people who could afford private cars other than the affluent few in Hong Kong at this time. Ken
would hop a ride with one of his taxi buddies who were taking Leung Sheung and other
classmates to dinner. This was quite a convenience for a high school kid, and they'd let him off at
his house around 7:10. Ken would eat dinner with his family and then, maybe, take in a movie.
The movie theaters were primarily in the Mongkok area, which was only a 15 minute walk from
Leung Sheung's school. Often, after the movie, Ken would hustle back to Leung Sheung's school
for an additional workout. This 8:00 to 11:00 class was reserved for white collar workers,
teachers, taxi drivers and factory workers.
As Aug. 30, 1968 approached, the date when Ken would leave for the US, Leung Sheung began
to show the rest of Wing Chun to Ken. The common belief in Hong Kong during this period was
that when people left to the US, they wouldn't be coming back. Leung Sheung began to cram
what was left of the Mook Jong, the knife set, and the staff set into Ken. Leung Sheung
cautioned Ken that he wasn't really ready for this training. He urged Ken to continue his training
in the US, and upon revisiting these techniques, hopefully, they would begin to make sense.
On Aug. 30th, Ken arrived in the US. On Sept. 2nd, he met Ben Der and began teaching Wing
Chun in San Francisco. In June 1973, Ken got married, and prepared to return to Hong Kong. He
held a banquet May 1973 in San Francisco Chinatown and established the Wing Chun Student
Association. The Wing Chun torch in the Bay Area was passed to six of his students: Ben Der,
Sidney Wong, Gate Tsao, Nelson Fong, Mike Lam, and Bradford Louie.

After touing Europe and various points around the world, Ken returned to Hong Kong. In the fall
of 1973, he returned to Leung Sheung's studio on Nathan Rd. in Kowloon. By this time, Ken had
developed quite a bit of power. One of his moves was especially effective, and met little
resistance when he applied it to various boxers and other martial artists, even other Wing Chun
practitioners. While in Leung Sheung's studio, he would use this "move." He had little trouble
defeating all of the students in the studio except two, Ah Cheung and Ah Tak. Leung Sheung just

shook his head at the young Chung. Ken was puzzled at Leung Sheung's response, but had a
deep belief that Leung Sheung was trying to tell him something. Ken continued to go to the
studio and worked out diligently.

Leung Sheung did not touch Ken's hands for approximately six months after Ken's return to the
school. Finally, Leung Sheung and Ken worked out for the first time in the spring of 1974.
Leung Sheung was currently 55 years old and suffered from a liver or kidney problem. During
this workout, Ken felt the opportunity to apply his "move" and did so, full-power.

One has to understand what happened next in the layout of the room, and Ken's intent. At the
point Ken tried his "move," Leung Sheung's back was close to a plate glass window. Across the
room, about 6 feet away, was a bench. Note that Ken's intent was not to "take" his teacher, for
Ken respected Leung Sheung far too much to try that. It was just a result of energy building up as
the workout continued, and it just released, as it always had.
Ken recounts the episode as the time Leung Sheung "benched" him. No sooner had he started the
move than Leung Sheung deftly dropped Ken's hands with one hand, and placed his other hand
on his nose. By the time Ken realized his predicament, he was sitting on the bench on the other
side of the room. Ken relates that, at 26 years of age, he began to learn Wing Chun all over.
Ken traveled back and forth between the US and Hong Kong until 1978. He brought Ben Der
back with him in 1976 on one trip to meet Leung Sheung, and returned to the US to stay in 1978.
From 1978 until late in 1982, Ken had no desire to teach Wing Chun. He and Ben simply
conducted seminars and workshops.
In 1982, Ken met Eric Chung through Ken's aunt. During dinner one evening, Eric and his
cousin started to talk about martial arts, and engaged Ken in the conversation, knowing nothing
of his background. Eventually, Ken asked about which martial art they were learning. They
responded, "Wing Chun." Ken responded, "Show me." After a bit, he commented that what they
were doing wasn't really Wing Chun as Leung Sheung had so recently impressed upon him. He
went on to display a little. Eric and his buddy immediately began to press Ken to teach them.
Ken refused, saying he really didn't have the time nor the facilities to train them. They insisted.
Ken again refused. The conversation played out for some time. Eric and his buddies finally said
that since Ken couldn't come to them, they would come to Ken at his house to learn.
So, in Feb. 1982, in his garage, Ken started teaching Eric, and some of his buddies: Billy Kwong,
Wilson Ng, Patrick Au, and Tom Lee, the latter two being the core group of teachers in Eric's
class. Patrick had gotten his primary Wing Chun training from Wong Si Wing. Wong Si Wing
was the brother of Wong Kiu, someone whom Ken had known in Hong Kong back at the
beginning of his training. Tom Lee had gotten his primary training from Wong Sheung Leung.
The class grew very, very quickly, with workouts spreading to the front yard, the driveway, etc.
which proved to be quite a distraction to the neighbors. So, to keep peace in the neighborhood,
the class was moved to Pena Mohai and eventually migrated to the warehouse on Leland, where

the classes are currently being taught.
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